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Let M = (S, I) be a mat&d of finite character on the infinite set S. Let SQ = (A, : i E I) be any 
system uf subsets of S each having finite rank and let 48= (B, : j E .I) be a finite system of sets of 
arbitrary rank. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the system SQ U 3 to have an 
indepetit system of distinct representatives. 
Let J& (Ai : i E I) be a system of sets with index set I. We write 
.&.T)=IJ{Ai:iE.?J 
for any set J c I. A set Tc d(r) is called a transversal of ~4 if there is a bijection 
9 : I-+ T such that p(i)E Ai wi E I); we call <p a transversal function. We write 
X@ Y to denote the fact that X is a finite subset of Y. 
The classical result of transversal theory is the following theorem. 
,. 
p l& If& = {Ai : i E I) is a system of sets such that either (a) I is finite or 
(b)~&&i A, is finite9 then d has a transversal if and only if 
This result was tit proved by P. Hall [3] for condition (a) and later by M. Hall 
Jr. [Z] for condition (b), and SO the result is conveniently referred to as Hall’s 
theonem. 
Brualdi and Scrimger [1] (using properties of matroids) extended Theorem 1.1 
by g&g necessary and sufficient conditions for the existexe of a transversal of a 
system having an arbitrary number of finite sets and a k&e number of infinite 
sets, Wodd [S] proved an equivalent result (Theorem 1.2 below) using a 
simpler, more direct argument. In this note we generalize this result by giving 
necessary and sufficient conditions for such systems to have a transversal which is 
ak indkpendent set in some independence structure. 
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An independence structure is a pair Jt= (S, §), whtge S is .a set and .% is a 
nofn-empty set of sub&q of S sat&@@ the f&owing axioms: 
(A,) Y~XE.% + YE.% (hereditary); 
(AZ) X; YE,@, IXf(1Yj<~3(3y~ Y\XJ(XU{~)L%) (exchange); 
(As) X E .9 e every finite subset Of X is in 9 (finite character). 
Members of .% a& called the independent sets of Ju. It follows from Zorn’s lemma 
that if X c Y c S and X G #, then there is a, m&m@.. indewndeut set ? such that 
XC PC= Y. A&o, in view of (AZ), eve+ maxiqal in!ependen$ subset (basis) of 
Yc S has t& same caswity. tZmsqwmtiy, Wi5 -Gain $6$&~ .a rank Bynction . 
r(y) = max Q2J: 2% r/s, 2% $j. In Z&x&m,.2 we 
facts about indepmdence structures. 
MO [4] proved the following generalization 
?rireraem 23. If Jt =. (S, S} is an independence 
system of subsets of S having finite rc;tS., ihen .G 
and only if 
stnrcWe ancl Se ==(A+ : i E Ij is a 
has an independent transversal if 
(4) 
of S we “independent”, then 
If A = ($9) is an independence structure arxi XC S then Ax = (S \ x &) @ 
aisu an independence structure, where YE 3& e Y c §\ X and Y U 2% .% 
whe; ~vcr Z is an independent subset of X. We denote the rank-function of Ax 
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b$ v,. For X, Y c S we define 
, %J., Up0 * 4YvO . . 
“I$&; #I XU Y has finite rank (in .&I, then t( Y 1 X’> = r(XU Y) - r(X). We say that 
fa?@ i I@$ X, Y ar? conqxatible if Xn Y = 0 and if X’ U Y’ E 9 whenever X’ c %, 
yv’c Y tid X’, Yc E 9. Now suppose that Se = (A, : i E I) is a system of rank-finite 
q&sets of S. Lt&&mv~ immediately from Theorem 1.3 (consider .&) that & has 
an independent transversal compatible with X if and only if 
MJ) I xg 3 IJI WC 8. 
Now we define J&(X) to be (i) the empty set if ti has no transversal compatible 
with X and (ii) the union U {d(J): JE I, &Q&I) 1 LC == \JI} in :he case when ~4 does 
have an independent transversal compatible witL X. Note that if 9 = P(S), then 
J&$&(X) is just the set &(X) defined previously. 
We are now able to state the generalization of Theorem 1.2 which is analogous 
to Rado’s extension of Theorem 1.1. 
-rem 1.4. Let A = (S, .!@} be an independence structure on S. Let 4 = (Ai : i E 1) 
be a rank-finite system of subsets of S and 3 = {Bi : i E I’) a finite system of arbitrary 
subsets of S. Then J@ U 46 has an independent transversai .+f and only if the following 
two conditions are satisfied: 
& has an independent transversal 6) 
and 
4zenever K c I’, FESa(K) and FE 9, then (6) 
2. Some remarks on Dependence stractures 
A circuit of an independence structure & = (S, 9) is a minimal dependent set, 
i.e. a set Cc S such that C& $ but C’E 4 for every proper subst:t C’ of C. By 
(A3), circuits are finite. The following two lemmas are well-known, but we include 
their short proofs. 
Lemma 2.1. If Cl, C, are distinct circuits and x E C, n C,, then there is a circuit 
c~c,uc*\{x}. 
Proof. Suppose false. Then C, U C’,J {x’)E S and so every basis of C, U C2 has 
cardinality IC, U ($1 - 1. Now C1 n C, E 9 and so there is a basis B of C1 U C2 
which contains CI n C,. But then I3 contains either C1 or C2, a mmtradiction. 
1 Lemma 2.2. If Xc S and xl, x2 
ZUX,E9~ZUZ~E9 
! 
are bases q X, then 
(Kc= s\x,. 
r(&&)] = IJll 
. 
(i = 1,2), 
proof, Suppose x E Js”,(X). Then there are JE I and ii E J zuch that r&(.7) 1 x) = 
151 and x E Ai* Let T be any independe It transversal of Se compatible with X. 
Thsn z’)n sB(.o is a basis for &(J)\X in & &d hen& Ai 1 TU i 
l%w suppose that i E I and ,4,/ TU X for every independent transversal T of d 
ampatx%le with X. By hypothesis Ai 4’ .K *Let Ai be a basis for ‘Ai \ X in A&. 
T&n for each x E 4, the system -,s$ .has no transver& compatible with X U {x} 
(0%herwise thexe is an indeplendeni tramxersal T such- that {x} # TU X). There- 
fcm:. by Theorem 1.3, theze is J, E 1’ ruch that r(&(J,) 1 XU {x)) < I.& 1. Since 
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J’(&(&) 1 x) 2 I.& I, it follows that 
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1 r(&x) 1 rr”) = ~&&Cc) 1J ix) 1 x) = IJxI. 
Pet-J” k U -(J, : x E A;,}. By Lemma 2.3, r(d(s*) 1 X) = Is”1 and r(.&J*) U Ai I X) = 
lP/. Since ti has an independent transversal compatible with X, it follows that 
i o .P &IKI hence that Ai c &A(X). 
3. Proof of T5tewem 1.4 
3.1. Necessity 
Suppose SeUB has an independent transversal T. Then (5) holds trivially. It 
remains to verify that (6) also holds. 
Let Kcl’, FES, FE.%. Let cp:IUI’ + T be a transversal function. In order to 
prove (6) it will be en&h to show that r(cp(K) 1 FU &#‘))aIKI -IFI or, 
equivalently, that 
If J&(F) = @ then i7) holds trivially and so we may assume that J&&(F) f $3. 
Let ro = k(<p(W F 1 QQ%n\ F). 7-h en for each (r. + 1)-element subset X of 
q(K)\(FU##)) there is a finite set G(X)c d$(F)\F such that G(X) E J$ 
and XUG(X)H&. Put G*= U MX):Xc so(W\WJ~%FN, IXl= G+ 11. 
men +(dK)\@‘U~%F)) 1 G*) is also equal to r,. Now, by Lemma 2.3 and the 
detiitiion of &M(F), there is JJ1’E I such that r&Z(J*)\ F) := Is*1 and such that 
G” U (rp(K) fW$(F)) c d(p). Since T’ = rp(KU s”) E .%, it follows by the ex- 
change property (A,) that there is T’, c T’\F such that T{ U FE $ and ITi/ 3 
IT’I-IFI. Also, since T$E& and r,(~e(s”)\ F) = l.P!, it follows, again by (AJ, 
that there is Ti 6 T: \d(s”) such that T$ E 3&U dsa(J+) and I T$( a IT{ I - IPI. Now 
T~c~(K)\(FU&@)) and so 
ro = TF(Q(K) \ (F u -$!#3) 1 c-*) 
-F(Q(LY)\( FU~%F)) 1 sQ(S”)\F) 
~IT~I~IT’I-IFI-IJ*I=IKI-IFI. 
This proves (7). 
3.2. Sufficiency 
We now assume that (5) and (6) hold and deduce that dU93 has an indc?cn- 
dent’ transversal. 
Let Kc I’. We will define a set F(K) Ci?8(K) such that F(K) c 9 and such! that 
SQ has an independent transversal compatible with F(K) Put &, = fl. Let 0 5 I -C 
k = IKI and suppose we have already chosen a set fi c%W) such that f< ~9. j F-J: 7 I 
and such that .!zl has an independent transversal T, compaCbk with P1. Not<: h:tt 
wm3xvxcs) (r(se(~,~xn~(x,)~]KI-IX! (6’) 
h&b. Also in proving the suf&iency part, we only really need the weaker 
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